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Abstract 
 

Techniques of acoustic emission (AE) were used during the over-straining applied on straight 
pipes and elbows of a polyethylene reactor operating in a factory. This reactor has several dozen 
pipes, straight and bent, of 10-m length. Over-straining is done before the pipes were put in op-
eration and also periodically during service. AE enables us to monitor the stability of the defor-
mation process and indicates the zones, which will require further detailed examinations by other 
NDT techniques; it should also improve safety during this process through early detection of 
critical damage. After a few series of tests and using evaluation criteria with AE parameters, we 
examined next 45 pipes with recorded waveforms for additional analysis. Vallen VisualClass 
pattern recognition analysis program enabled us to separate the signals due to the plastic defor-
mation of materials during over-straining process from the signals generated by cracking dam-
age. The presence of damages in three groups of over-strained pipes was identified and con-
firmed by other NDT techniques. 
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Introduction 
 

The strength and life of heavy-wall pipes operating in installations of petrochemical industry 
can improve by the process of their over-straining.  Due to plastic deformation, over-straining 
produces desirable residual stresses in the internal layer of the pipes. However, it is necessary to 
carefully control the value of these stresses and to ensure their uniform distribution. When the 
pipes are in use, the residual stresses introduced previously undergo relaxation, and the process 
of over-straining has to be repeated periodically. 

 
The use of Pattern Recognition (PR) analysis techniques has expanded in the field of acoustic 

emission [1-3]. For example, wind turbine blades have been examined using AE and PR methods 
[3]. See a recent general review of this analysis technique [4]. However, more experience is 
needed to expand the use of PR methods in practical applications of AE monitoring of industrial 
structures. It is here where we must discriminate various spurious signals from the AE from criti-
cal flaws.  

 
This paper describes the application of PR techniques in the examination and evaluation of 

over-strained pipes operating in a polyethylene reactor. The process of over-straining was carried 
out according to a scheme of loading with internal pressure, developed and adopted to the pipe 
material and pipe configuration. The evaluation mainly consisted of the analysis of AE signals 
recorded during the over-straining process. The first series of tests (33 straight and bent pipes) 
with a PAC Mistras 2001 system evaluated signal parameters and quantitative criteria were de-
veloped with the results of laboratory tests [5]. In the final series, a new analysis approach was 
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used in examining 29 10-m long straight pipes (and 16 elbows not included here). It differs from 
the standard AE testing, and uses the criteria developed from an analysis of the AE signals re-
corded during laboratory research and in-field tests [5].  Parts of the initial work will be intro-
duced here for completeness. The AE signals emitted during over-straining process were re-
corded on Vallen AMSY-4 and AMSY-5 AE systems. Vallen VisualClass software, based on the 
frequency characteristics of the recorded signals, was used in the PR analysis. The results of AE 
PR analysis techniques are presented utilizing the already accumulated database on AE signal 
characteristics and criteria, based on 78 pipes tested and evaluated.  

 
Description of the Problem 
 

The strength and performance life of heavy-wall pipes operating in petrochemical installa-
tions are improved by the application of over-straining process. The over-straining produces 
plastic deformation and hardening of the processed material, resulting in the formation of a thin, 
hardened layer in the internal pipe wall with desirable residual stresses. However, the rate and 
distribution of this deformation and hardening should be carefully controlled, as it may cause 
damages to the pipe due to the induced stresses, consequently leading to flaws, and in some ex-
treme cases even to failure of the whole reactor. 

 
Generally speaking, the process of over-straining is made on pipes both new as well as oper-

ating for some years. In pipes, which have already been in operation for some time, the process 
of over-straining should be repeated, since the stresses and the hardening introduced by over-
straining will undergo relaxation during pipe operation.  

 
This article describes the results of analysis made on 10-m long straight pipes with 

outer/inner diameter of 100 and 46 mm, respectively. The pipes were operating in a polyethylene 
reactor (two types of pipes are, as a rule, operating in reactors of this type, viz. straight pipes and 
elbows).  The pipes are expected to operate under a pressure of 250 MPa and at a temperature of 
up to 290°C. Pipes were made from the material designated by ASTM as 4333M4 and 4333M6. 
The pipe ended in special assembly joints, used for service assembly and on a high-pressure 
stand for over-straining. During over-straining, the internal pressure of 600 MPa was applied to 
the pipes, inducing the plastic deformation in the internal part of their walls. The over-straining 
was carried out according to a special program with a few cycles of loading, which ensured a 
uniform deformation in the inside wall. AE testing used six VS150RIC resonance sensors. The 
sensors were positioned considering the signal attenuation factor of the pipe material. Actually, 
the number of sensors could be less than used strictly from attenuation, but it was needed to ob-
tain a high sensitivity on the entire pipe length. The process of pipe over-straining was examined 
and evaluated using Vallen VisualClass software for the PR analysis of AE signals. 
 

Pipes described in this article have already been operating for several years or more, and 
therefore, they needed to be over-strained again. AE signals were recorded during this operation. 
Pipe dimensions and lay out of AE sensors are schematically shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Evaluation Criteria 
 
 To obtain criteria of pipe evaluation some laboratory tests and examinations were done. The 
uniaxial tensile tests were conducted on material samples taken from the pipes withdrawn from 
operation. The stress-strain characteristics are necessary for further determination by finite ele-
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ment method (FEM), so that we can determine the stress/strain values and distribution in pipe-
wall during over-straining, and for calculation of the residual stresses. 
 

We also wanted to determine the characteristic of acoustic emission generated in the uniaxial 
tensile test and during crack onset and propagation in the internal volume of pipe material. The 
mode of pipe loading was consistent with the adopted scheme of over-straining pressure and 
allowed for the values of residual stresses estimated by FEM. The specimens were loaded with 
and without a crack of radial orientation. The C type specimens used for this purpose were made 
from a half section of the pipe out of service.  The geometry of the specimens is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1 Layout of AE sensors on the length of a straight pipe. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Examples of specimen geometry and mode of loading. 

 
For the scheme of over-straining, utilizing own experience and the results of laboratory tests, 

the following evaluation criteria of the located events were adopted: 
A.  Amplitude criterion for load application and load hold, 
B.  AE activity criterion for load application, 
C.  AE activity criterion for load hold, 
D.  AE activity criterion for load release. 

For each of the adopted evaluation criteria the corresponding values were determined. In initial 
laboratory tests and during over-straining of the first 33 straight and bent pipes, a PAC Mistras 
2001 AE system was used along with the resonance sensors of 150-kHz frequency. 
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Background 
 

At the beginning, the following general assumptions were made: 
• All pipes are subjected to the process of over-straining performed under the same con-

ditions and in the same mode of application.  
• The method of taking measurements and the system of AE recording during over-

straining are identical for all pipes.  
• Practically all effects related with the over-straining process (regarded as noise by AE) 

are similar for each over-strained pipe  
• Each pipe is of different „age” and has remained in operation for a different period of 

time. 
• The examined pipes have been operating under variable conditions of temperature and 

pressure within the standard regime of pipe operation in a reactor. 
• The structural hardening and the changed state of stresses introduced by over-straining 

conducted previously will certainly undergo some relaxation, different in each pipe and 
depending on the above mentioned variable conditions  

• Final thickness of the layer hardened by plastic deformation should be the same in all 
the properly over-strained pipes. 

 
From the above it follows that since the recorded AE signals originated from the same 

source, resulting from the plastic deformation and hardening of pipe material, these signals 
should be of a similar nature, though varying in intensity depending on the degree of relaxation 
in the internal layer of each pipe during its operation. Figure 3 shows example of different AE 
activity obtained for two bent pipes. Finally, it can be assumed that all the anomalies taking place 
in the process of plastic deformation and hardening, e.g. the crack formation process, will be 
captured and recognized. 

 

 
Fig. 3 AE activity and amplitude distribution in two pipes: (a: left) bent pipe failing in 3 criteria 
(A, B and C), (b; right) bent pipe satisfying all criteria. 
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From the data analysis of the first series and on evaluation of the results of AE measurements 
during over-straining, 14 pipes were indicated to fail in one of the above-mentioned criteria. Ad-
ditionally, two bent pipes (numbers 32 and 33) were indicated to fail in three of the above-
mentioned AE criteria. The pipes failing AE criteria were examined by eddy current and ultra-
sonic tests and correlation was used to correct and adjust the values selected for the adopted AE 
criteria. In the next batch of pipes examined, the effectiveness of the over-straining process was 
checked and evaluated by Mistras 2001 and AMSY-4 systems used simultaneously. Sensor sig-
nals were split into the two systems. This test was to establish evaluation criteria for both sys-
tems. Having examined 26 pipes, we found 2 straight pipes failed in three of the adopted criteria. 
Checking the located AE sources by means of ultrasonic flaw detection, damages were revealed 
in the internal layer of pipe material. Using this revised criteria, we evaluated overstraining of 20 
additional pipes with recording of the AE made on AMSY-5 system.  In one of the straight pipes 
the tests detected an AE source exceeding the allowable limits in 3 criteria.  The presence of this 
source was confirmed by other NDT methods as a defect in the microstructure of pipe material. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Percentage share of events for every pipe during holds relative to the sum of total events. 

 
Analysis 
 

For the numerical analysis performed using VisualClass software, 29 pieces of the straight 
pipes were selected for the final series. The first stage of the analysis consisted in separating for 
each pipe the data obtained from AE measurements recorded within the range of pressures corre-
sponding to the yield strength of material exceeded in the zone of the internal pipe wall. Next, 
among the obtained data, only the AE signals located along pipe length were accepted. 

The measured dataset was used for a comparative analysis of AE signals emitted from the in-
dividual pipes. For this purpose, we used supervised learning available in the VisualClass soft-
ware. An output of this operation was grouping of pipes with similar features of the recorded AE 
signals. A step-by-step description of the analysis is shown in Fig. 5. From this analysis, Group I 
contained 17 pipes; Groups II and III, 6 and 3 pipes, respectively. The remaining 3 pipes formed 
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Group IV; they differed within their own group and with respect to the other three. Figure 6a 
shows the output of analysis made for several pipes with similar characteristics of the recorded 
AE signals (each color represents one pipe), where the separation was not possible. Figure 6b 
shows the output of analysis made for several pipes whose features differed enough and the sepa-
ration was possible. 

 
Fig. 5 Successive steps in the analysis of AE data measured on straight pipes. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Separation of features for pipes with AE signals similar (a: left) and different (b: right). 

 
At the next stage, unsupervised PR analysis was made separately for each pipe, isolating the 

classes of AE signals, for which the separation was possible. The assignment of signals to a 
given class was at a level of at least 75% of the population. Finally, 4 to 6 classes of AE signals 
were obtained, depending on the pipe. 

 
The next step using supervised learning was to compare in groups the classes of the obtained 

signals. This produced for Group I - 6 classes of signals, for Group II - 5 classes, and for Group 
III - 5 classes. In Group IV pipes with no features in common, 6 classes of signals were ob-
tained. These classes resulted from the summation of individual pipe data, so it has “classSum” 
designation. The last stage of the analysis (using supervised learning) compared the groups of the 
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signal classes. As an output, seven classesSum of signals were obtained, with the assignment of 
signals to a given class kept at a level of at least 80% of the population. 
 
Results 
 

Based on the obtained seven classesSum of signals, a classifier was designed. Its task was to 
enable classification of the individual data measured for each pipe separately. The percent share 
of signals in each of the classesSum was obtained for each pipe separately. Using these data, Table 
1 comprising the results of classification was drawn. Figure 7 shows graphical representation of 
the results. 
 

For pipes qualified as sound, based on the AE criteria developed previously and verified by 
other NDT methods, ClassesSum 5 and 7 with occasional deviations were predominant. Pipes 
found as failing to satisfy the established AE criteria [5] (including pipes with damages detected 
by other NDT methods) were characterized by the predominance of ClassesSum 2, 3 and 4. 
ClassesSum 6 showed relatively little change between sound and potentially damaged pipes. 
 

Table 1 Results of classification, showing the number of signals assigned to each class. 
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Fig. 7 Graphical results of classification, in the percentage of signals of different class by color. 

 
 All of Group I pipes and one from Group IV (#12) were sound. Among others, we rejected 3 
pipes outright because they failed all the AE criteria. The results were confirmed by other NDT 
methods. These had cracks and local heterogeneity. The remaining 8 pipes failed some AE crite-
ria and were subjected to other NDT methods. They were qualified for use after passing NDT 
criteria. 
 
Conclusions 
 

Based on the obtained results and on their analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
• The PR analysis with VisualClass software showed its utility in a field test application. 
• Pipes in Group I category were sound after proper and stable over-straining process. 
• Most of Groups II, III and IV were pipes with a risk due to incorrect over-straining 

process and with flaws present in material structure. Three of them were rejected while 
the rest were qualified for further use after passing other NDT criteria. 

• It is advisable and recommended to continue developing the PR analysis, especially as 
regards the possibility of identifying mechanisms of individual classes of signals. 

It should be stressed that this article demonstrates practical benefit of the application of pattern 
recognition analysis technique to an industrial problem of pipe over-straining. 
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